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INTRODUCTION
Automatic radiation monitoring in Slovenia comprises monitoring of

external gamma radiation, aerosol radioactivity, radon progeny
concentration, and radioactive deposition measurements.

The officer on duty has an important part in assuring proper and
undisturbed functioning of our automatic radiation monitoring. He is the one
who gets the first alert message on radiation levels when exceeded pre-set
values in the territory of Slovenia.

Together with continuous control over the functioning of automatic
radiation monitoring, the officer on duty has been also assigned for
receiving messages from users, who carry the "Radiation pager" (it is a
trade mark for Sensor Technology Engineering, inc. from USA).

All valuable experiences of the officer on duty who has been accepting
reports from customs officers, police officers, from Slovenian radiation and
nuclear safety inspectors, are described in the following article.

The officer on duty with his new role contributes to prevention of the
illicit trafficking and inadvertent movement of radioactive materials over the
territory of Slovenia.

AUTOMATIC RADIATION MONITORING IN SLOVENIA
All data of automatic radiation monitoring system in Slovenia:

external gamma radiation, aerosol radioactivity, radon progeny
concentration and radioactive deposition measurements are transferred
through different communication paths to the Slovenian Nuclear Safety
Administration (SNSA) [1]. They are mostly collected in half hour intervals.
Inside these intervals central computer analyses processes and creates
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different reports from the collected data [2]. Many of those reports are
promptly available at SNSA web pages.

Table 1. The SNSA web page of the automatic radiation monitoring
system in Slovenia

Radiation Monitoring
External Radiation
• Map of Slovenia
• Table

Aerosol Radioactivity
. RR TR'IjA
• NPP NEK

Pđdon Progeny
Concentration«
• EECandPAEC
and spectrum

Radioactivity of deposition
• Results and Spectrum
» Measuring system

Al Ihe lime of the Chernobyl accident an early warning system in Slovenia has not been established yet Automatic ladialion .
monitoring syslem started in early nineties and now it comprises monitoring ot external gamma radiation, aerosol radioactivity
measurement, radon progeny monitoring, and radioactive deposition measurements

The Slovenian gamma radiation nelwoik system is operated by four different operalo . including the Krsko Nuclear Power Plant In
the middle of yeai 1998 the first on-line automatic aerosol monitoring station was Mailed at Brinje near Ljubljana At the same
time automatic ladon piogeny slahon was put inlo ttie opeialion at the foimei arnum mine at Žiiovski vrh The iadioact<ve
deposition measuring syslem became operational in October 1999

Radiation dala are transferred through different communication routes o Ihe Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration where they
are automatically analysed. The results obtained are ?nl to the govern nent Web server. Gamma dala are checked daily and sent
to Ihe EURDEP system al EU JRC. al Ispra. Italy, eve,, week

The results of the aut""- — ------ itoring system of Sloven • ->enled on Ihe following Web pages

All data of external radiation, for example, are checked daily by the
officer on duty and sent automatically to Austrian, Croatian and Hungarian
authorities and also to the EURDEP system at EC JRC, at Ispra, Italy.

TASKS OF THE OFFICER ON DUTY
The officer on duty has an important part in assuring undisturbed

functioning of our automatic radiation monitoring. Tasks of the officer on
duty are determined in details in the "Operating instructions for the officer
on duty working on automatic radiation monitoring system" [3].

Main tasks, which officer on duty performs practically every day, are:
• checking the operation of all measuring devices (for measuring gamma

dose rates, radioactivity of aerosols, radon and its progenies),
• checking the incoming meteorological data,
• checking the operation of all computer systems which collect and

process data,
• checking the presentation of the radiation monitoring data on our web

pages,
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• review of the incoming facsimile documents from Krško NPP; review of
the radiation measured values, taken from the process monitors in the
Krško NPP and check of the data from the operating report from the
Krško NPP,

• troubleshooting of the radiation monitoring system - in his competency -
otherwise consulting with the radiation monitoring department head who
gives further instructions depending on actual situation,

• immediately informing the radiation monitoring department head in case
of any type of alarms (alerts, warnings) from the CROSS system.

More or less the same tasks are performed during emergency situation [4].
In normal case, when there are more than 85% measuring stations

available and operative, the officer on duty sends messages, prepared in
advance, to other measurement performers only if the loss of data is longer
than 24 hours. Exception is only the case, where there would be a loss of all
or almost all (up to 85%) data from the same data provider. In emergency
situation officer on duty simultaneously checks the data availability and
immediately informs the corresponding data provider in case of a loss of
data.

At the end of the duty period when emergency situation occurs, the
officer on duty prepares the report in which he thoroughly describes every
event during emergency situation. He informs his successor and radiation
monitoring department head about all abnormal events, which happened
during the duty period. In case of the absence of the officer on duty (for
example in case of emergency, force majeure, illness, etc.) one of the
members of the radiation monitoring department team takes over the duty
shift (in accordance with the radiation monitoring department head).

Various levels of the gamma dose rate are set in the CROSS system
(Central radiological alert system in Slovenia) to trigger the alarm messages.
They are then sent to the e-mail addresses of the officer on duty and to the
other members of the radiation monitoring department team. All messages
are arranged in three classes: alert message (when the measured value at one
location exceeds 250 nSv/h), warning message (when the measured value at
one location exceeds 300 nSv/h) and alarm message (when the measured
value at one location exceeds 500 nSv/h).

CASE OF THE "RADIATION PAGER" USER CALL
For the effective supervision of transport of radioactive materials

some of the customs officers, police officers were equipped with "radiation
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pager"- very sensitive radiation detector (Cesium Iodide Scintillator) which
is hundreds times more sensitive than Geiger tube type detector. It is very
easy to use it because it automatically alarms with vibrator, audio tone and
flashing light if radiation is detected (displaying a number between 0 and 9,
which corresponds to exposure rates from 0.07 to more than 38 |J.Sv/hour).

In the case of a call from the user of the 'radiation pager1, the officer
on duty has the following tasks [5]:
• fulfils the appropriate form,
• checks the authenticity of the call,
• enters all available data concerning the suspicion, that the radiation

pager has responded to the illicit trafficking or inadvertent movement of
radioactive materials,

• puts additional questions, mainly regarding the freight, for example:
type of material,
in case of the radioactive source with or without designations: it's
physical characteristics,
in case of the nuclear material: its physical characteristics (tablets,
nuclear fuel; description, possible signs, etc.),
origin and destination of the shipment,
was border control police been already activated,
were additional measurements performed and possible specialty
detected,
whether the carrier has signs of any illnesses or health troubles as the
consequences of high radiation exposure,

• In the case of radiation coming out of a human body, the officer on duty
tries to gain as many information of the person as possible (personal
data, whether the person had a health examination including radioactive
materials:

the time of radioactive-substance application, as this data can
essentially affect the safety of people around the person,
if there is a possibility of finding out which part of the body is
mostly affected,
even if the part of the body has been detected it is still explicit
necessary to check the rest of the body (it might happen that the
person also carries knowingly/unknowingly, allowed/unallowed
some other source of radiation!).

• The officer on duty then gives the advice (concluding from data, given
trough the procedure) to customs or police officer:
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to follow the original custom procedure,
to send back shipment to the country of origin,
to retain the shipment and follow safety procedure.

Officer on duty, based on the available data, can decide over the safety
provisions for all the people, who could be endangered by the person,
carrying the source of radiation.

Based on the officer on duty report their head of the monitoring
department notices the responsible persons of the SNSA, customs or police
about any further actions for each case separately.

In case of forbidden trade with nuclear or radioactive material SNSA
has to send a report on a special IAEA form which is also being arranged by
another SNSA regulation document form.

The short report of the first cases is in the following table:

Who sent the
message

Customs officer
Customs officer
Customs officer
Customs officer
Customs officer
Police officer
Inspector for
nuclear and
radiological safety^
Police officer

What was the cause

Circonium sand in sacs
Patient after iodine treatment
Contaminated working tools
Patient after iodine treatment
Patient after iodine treatment
Machine with many alert notes: "Radiation area"
Application of X-rays in industry

Rejected shipment with exceeded radiation

CONCLUSION
The officer on duty with his new role started an important task: how to

control the illicit trafficking of radioactive materials in Slovenia.
In the last year there where many different causes of emergency calls:

from many cases of patient after radioisotopes medical treatment to serious
rejected shipment with exceeded radiation.
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This is only a beginning of responsible task how to introduce and
assure the control of the inadvertent movement of radioactive materials in
Slovenia.
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